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Corrections

MICROBIOLOGY
Correction for “Patterned progression of bacterial populations
in the premature infant gut,” by Patricio S. La Rosa, Barbara B.
Warner, Yanjiao Zhou, George M. Weinstock, Erica Sodergren,
Carla M. Hall-Moore, Harold J. Stevens, William E. Bennett, Jr.,
Nurmohammad Shaikh, Laura A. Linneman, Julie A. Hoffmann,
Aaron Hamvas, Elena Deych, Berkley A. Shands, William D.
Shannon, and Phillip I. Tarr, which appeared in issue 34,
August 26, 2014, of Proc Natl Acad Sci USA (111:12522–12527;
first published August 11, 2014; 10.1073/pnas.1409497111).
The authors note that on page 12527, left column, second full

paragraph, line 7, “Sequences meeting the above criteria were
further classified by the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) Naive
Bayesian Classifier version 2.5 using training set 9 (46) from phy-
lum to genus level.” should instead appear as “Sequences meeting
the above criteria were further classified by the Ribosomal Data-
base Project (RDP) Naive Bayesian Classifier version 2.2 using
training set 6 (46) from phylum to genus level.”

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1420817111

PHYSIOLOGY
Correction for “Dynamic modulation of ANO1/TMEM16A
HCO3

− permeability by Ca2+/calmodulin,” by Jinsei Jung, Joo
Hyun Nam, Hyun Woo Park, Uhtaek Oh, Joo-Heon Yoon, and
Min Goo Lee, which appeared in issue 1, January 2, 2013, of
Proc Natl Acad Sci USA (110:360–365; first published December
17, 2012; 10.1073/pnas.1211594110).
The authors note that on page 361, right column, first full

paragraph, line 13, “e of ANO1 increased from 13 to 18” should
instead appear as “e of ANO1 increased from 25 to 50,” and
line 15, “e was constant (e = 12)” should instead appear as “e was
constant.”

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1419890111
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In the weeks after birth, the gut acquires a nascent microbiome,
and starts its transition to bacterial population equilibrium. This
early-in-life microbial population quite likely influences later-in-
life host biology. However, we know little about the governance
of community development: does the gut serve as a passive
incubator where the first organisms randomly encountered gain
entry and predominate, or is there an orderly progression of
members joining the community of bacteria? We used fine interval
enumeration of microbes in stools from multiple subjects to
answer this question. We demonstrate via 16S rRNA gene
pyrosequencing of 922 specimens from 58 subjects that the gut
microbiota of premature infants residing in a tightly controlled
microbial environment progresses through a choreographed suc-
cession of bacterial classes from Bacilli to Gammaproteobacteria to
Clostridia, interrupted by abrupt population changes. As infants
approach 33–36 wk postconceptional age (corresponding to the
third to the twelfth weeks of life depending on gestational age
at birth), the gut is well colonized by anaerobes. Antibiotics, vag-
inal vs. Caesarian birth, diet, and age of the infants when sampled
influence the pace, but not the sequence, of progression. Our
results suggest that in infants in a microbiologically constrained
ecosphere of a neonatal intensive care unit, gut bacterial commu-
nities have an overall nonrandom assembly that is punctuated by
microbial population abruptions. The possibility that the pace of
this assembly depends more on host biology (chiefly gestational
age at birth) than identifiable exogenous factors warrants further
consideration.

mixed model regression analysis | necrotizing enterocolitis |
nonmetric multidimensional scaling | prematurity

The vertebrate digestive system hosts a profound transition
from a state of complete or near-sterility in utero to dense

bacterial colonization within weeks of birth. This event has
lasting effects on the host (1), influencing health and de-
velopment (2–4), infection resistance (5, 6), predisposition to
inflammatory (7) and metabolic disorders (8), and immune
function (9), but remarkably little is known about this process.
Gut colonization has been partly characterized in term infants
(10–12) who reside in open venues, and who will, therefore,
experience many exposures (e.g., contact with older children,
adults, and pets, varying diets, oral antibiotics) that could drive
microbial population assembly (1, 11–13).
A delineation of the dynamics of the natural de novo assembly

of this microbial community would form a basis for better un-
derstanding how the gut acquires its founding microbiome, and
how the bacteria in the gut start their transition to population
equilibrium (1, 14, 15). In view of the importance of bacterial gut
colonization, we sought to determine if the initial assembly of
host intestinal microbial populations follows discernible patterns,
and if interventions such as antibiotics or nutrition alter this
progression. A discernibly patterned progression would suggest
that host biology influences bacterial community assembly more
than do random encounters of individuals with microbes, whereas
stochastic assembly would suggest that random encounters sculpt

population structure. In this latter scenario, the gut serves as
a passive culture chamber. Fine interval enumeration of gut
contents from multiple subjects in as controlled an environment
as possible is needed to answer this question.
Here, we demonstrate that the gut microbiota of premature

infants residing in a tightly controlled environment of a neonatal
intensive care unit (NICU) progresses through a choreographed
succession of bacterial classes from Bacilli to Gammaproteo-
bacteria to Clostridia interrupted by abrupt population changes.
The rate of assembly is slowest for the most premature of
these infants.

Results
To characterize the bacterial in-population of the human gut, we
collected all stools from an informative cohort of 58 premature
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infants weighing ≤1,500 g at birth who resided in the St. Louis
Children’s Hospital NICU (Table 1) (16). This is an environ-
ment in which staff and protocols attempt to limit exposure to
microbes to the extent possible. Infants leave the NICU only
for brief therapeutic or diagnostic excursions. Staff and visitors
(restricted to immediate family) are drilled in assiduous hygienic
techniques, and enteral nutrition is limited to breast milk or
sterilized formula. Registered nurses record each major event
and handle all stools, and electronic records retain extensive
clinical metadata. Antibiotic use, although common, consists
overwhelmingly of beta-lactams, aminoglycosides, and vanco-
mycin infused intravenously. Intraintestinal concentrations of
such antimicrobials administered via this route are low (17),
although it is possible that these agents affect gut microbes
by altering host physiology independent of their antibacterial
effects (18, 19).
We sequenced 922 specimens from these 58 infants, none of

whom experienced serious prematurity-related intraabdominal
pathology such as necrotizing enterocolitis (although seven
subjects had one or more positive blood culture). On any one
study day, there was a median of one enrolled subject [inter-
quartile range (IQR) 0–3 subjects]. Sequencing generated a me-
dian (IQR) of 7,183 (5,243–9,314) reads per specimen, and 400–
450 nucleotides per read. Bacilli (19.3%), Gammaproteobacteria
(54.0%), and Clostridia (18.4%) represented 91.7% of all
bacterial sequences (Dataset S1) and together account for
>90% of the sequences generated in 85% of all specimens.
Within these three classes, there are 34, 52, and 40 different
genera, respectively. Only two infants produced stools where
these three classes did not predominate. In these two subjects,
each of whom had unremarkable clinical courses, stool bacteria
were largely Bacteroidia (Fig. S1).
Within almost all specimens, one or two classes predom-

inate (a single subject example is shown Fig. 1). There are
frequent abrupt shifts in bacterial composition (Movie S1).
The abrupt shifts are unpredictable in direction and magni-
tude: some are saltatory changes aligned with the progression
from Bacilli to Gammaproteobacteria to Clostridia abundance,

and others are random short-lived deviations from the directional
progression pattern.
In multidimensional scaling plots related to day of life, Bacilli

are found chiefly in the earliest samples (blue dots surrounding
the arrowhead labeled “Bacilli” in Fig. S2A). Clostridia are in
greatest abundance in stools from older infants (green dots near
Clostridia arrowhead; Fig. S2A), but blue and red dots repre-
senting stools from younger children are also well represented in
this region of the plot. However, infants in this cohort were born
after a wide range of gestational duration (23–33 wk). Therefore,
we were concerned that by using day of life as the independent
variable, we obscured associations between bacterial content and
day of sampling. For this reason, we reportrayed the data by
categorizing specimens according to postconceptional age, which
is the biologically relevant sum of gestational age at birth plus
chronological age (also termed postmenstrual age; ref. 20). In
this second portrayal (Fig. S2B), specimens retain their coor-
dinates on the scaling plot reflecting bacterial content, but the
dots in the vicinity of the Clostridia arrowhead are more mono-
chromatic (i.e., green). These green symbols represent samples from
infants who had attained postconceptional ages between 33 and
36 wk, even though their age since birth varied by up to 11 wk.
This observation prompted us to compare bacterial composi-

tion in alternate formats in Table 2. This portrayal demonstrates
the trend inferred in Fig. 1 and Fig. S2; i.e., Bacilli are best
represented in the earliest in life samples, and Clostridia are
most abundant in samples obtained in the 33–36 wk postconcep-
tional age interval. This table also demonstrates that depicting
bacterial population distribution by age postconception differs
from depicting these populations by day of life.
The central tendencies of Bacilli to decrease, Clostridia to

slowly increase, and Gammaproteobacteria to flourish soon after
birth and remain abundant as infants age are shown with even
greater clarity among infants in the three individual gestational
age subcohorts (Fig. 2 and Dataset S1). The progression to
Clostridial abundance is most gradual for children born most
prematurely, but Clostridia are well represented by the time
infants are between 33 and 36 wk postconceptional age, in-
dependent of gestational age at birth.

Table 1. Details of subject groups

Gestational ages at birth (n) All (58) <26 wk (15) 26–28 wk (20) >28 wk (23)

Perinatal
Vaginal birth, n (%) 13 (22) 4 (27) 6 (30) 3 (13)
Birth weight g, median (IQR) 960 (800, 1220) 750 (690, 900) 895 (770, 980) 1,250 (1,110, 1,445)
Gestational age at birth weeks, median (IQR) 27.1 (25.6, 29.0) 25 (24.9, 25.3) 26.7 (26.3, 27.1) 29.1 (28.9, 31.6)
Male/Female 24/34 4/11 10/10 10/13
Caucasian/African American 30/28 5/10 10/10 15/8
APGAR 5 min, median (IQR) 7.0 (6.0, 8.0) 6.0 (4.0, 7.0) 7.0 (5.5, 8.0) 8.0 (6.0, 9.0)

Postnatal
First antibiotic free day of life, median (IQR) 5 (4, 9) 5 (4, 9) 8.5 (4, 9.5) 4 (2, 5)
Percent of days of life on antibiotics,* median (IQR) 14 (5.8, 25.6) 22.2 (11.4, 30.6) 17.3 (8.6, 29.0) 6.4 (5.4, 14.3)
Day of life on which enteral feedings initiated, median (IQR) 5.5 (4.0, 8.0) 7.0 (6.0, 9.0) 5 (4.0, 7.0) 4.0 (3.0, 7.0)
Human milk use

None†, n (%) 2 (3) 0 1 (5) 1 (4)
<10%, n (%) 16 (28) 4 (27) 8 (40) 4 (17)
10–50%, n (%) 18 (31) 3 (20) 4 (20) 11 (48)
>50%, n (%) 22 (38) 8 (53) 7 (35) 7 (31)

Outcome
Discharged to home from NICU, n (%) 57 (98) 15 (100) 19 (95) 23 (100)
Day of life discharged home (IQR) 61 (49, 73) 78 (75, 81) 65 (60, 71) 47 (37, 51)
Days to death (n) 66 (1) N/A 66 (1) N/A

APGAR score, a measure of physical condition at birth scored from 0 to 10, 10 being highest; N/A, not applicable.
*Percent of days of life antibiotics were administered before each specimen.
†Percentage of enteral volume provided by human milk.
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Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) path-
ways putatively encoded by the gut microbial populations do not
differ significantly between the three subcohorts when comparing

the first or the last stools. In contrast, 23 of the 328 KEGG
pathways differed in abundance within subcohorts, when com-
paring the first and the last specimen’s sequences (q values ≤ 0.1)

Fig. 1. Bacterial taxa composition at class level as function of day of life of a single subject. These samples are from subject 32 who was born after 29 wk
gestation. Each bar represents the bacterial proportions within single samples. From left to right, bars correspond to stools obtained on days of life 3, 4, 6, 8, 9,
10, 12, 14, 14, 16, 17, 19, 25, and 39, respectively. The predominant classes are Bacilli (dark blue), Gammaproteobacteria (red), and Clostridia (green). Eleven
additional classes (light blue) were also present, mostly in stools obtained on days of life 3 and 4.

Table 2. Distributions of sequences by class and intervals of sampling

Class Bacilli Clostridia *muSairetcaboetorpammaG

efil fo yaD noitpecnoctsoPefil fo yaD noitpecnoctsoPefil fo yaD noitpecnoctsoPefil fo yaDnoitpecnoctsoPlavretnI
9841563831302289311912590031815764885681692388605925sdaeR

Total† 7.64 12.75 2.69‡ 6.75‡ 18.78 27.59 31.8 52.71
Row§ 24.03 24.19 8.47 12.80 59.05 52.58 100 100
Column¶ 39.6 65.66 14.63 36.60 34.76 51.23 31.8 52.71

1223272916607223454515095151829506655534427804687184sdaeR
Total† 6.95 5.90 6.29 8.75 21.88 22.31 39.07 39.31
Row§ 17.80 15.01 16.09 22.25 56.01 56.75 100 100
Column¶ 36.03 30.57 34.15 47.51 40.51 41.30 39.07 39.31

625255974710215458242452922810242135640254239523sdaeR
Total† 4.71‡ 0.65‡ 9.43‡ 2.91‡ 13.36‡ 4.12‡ 29.12 7.98
Row§ 16.16 8.18 32.37 36.53 45.87 51.66 100 100
Column¶ 24.37 3.38 51.21 15.83 24.73 7.63 29.12 7.98
Sum|| 6327296182247386257214227331

Distribution 
 of Reads

Colored rows correspond to age postconception [<30 (blue), 30–33 (red), and> 33 (green) wk] and day of life [<28 (blue), 28–56 (red), and >56 (green) d] groupings.
*Sum of all reads across all classes for each interval. Values in these columns include the sums of the Bacilli, Clostridia, and Gammaproteobacteria reads in this
table, as well as the 572,463 reads that are assigned to 38 other classes (including those designated “unclassified”) as provided in the extended dataset.
†Percentage of reads for each class within each designated interval divided by the 6,927,236 reads in study.
‡Comparison between adjacent age postconception and day of life values differ by more than twofold.
§Percentage of reads within each class within each designated interval divided by the sum of all reads for the respective intervals (Sum columns values for age
postconception and day of life are denominators).
{Percentage of reads within each class within each designated interval divided by the total number of reads for that class (Sum row values are denominators).
kSum of all reads, each class. Pie charts represent proportions of classes, by age postconception or day of life intervals, as designated at top of columns.
Segments are earliest (blue), middle (red), and latest (green) age postconception or day of life intervals in which samples obtained.
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(Table S1). Several intracohort shifts in these pathways are po-
tentially relevant to the newborn digestive system. There is de-
creasing capacity to degrade bisphenols in all three subcohorts,
and to synthesize carotenoids in two subcohorts, and increasing
capacity to synthesize lipopolysaccharide, isoquinoline alkaloids,
and N glycans in the subcohort born most prematurely.
In each gestational age subcohort, day of life is significantly

associated with decreasing proportions of Bacilli and increasing
proportions of Clostridia (Table 3), abrupt shifts in population
structure notwithstanding. The slope (beta coefficients) of the
progression to a state of Clostridial abundance accelerates as

gestational age increases (0.007 → 0.009 → 0.010), as suggested
in Fig. 2. There were no other consistently significant changes
across subcohorts: Antibiotic use was associated with increased
proportions of Gammaproteobacteria, but only for infants born
after gestational intervals ≥26 wk, and decreased percentages of
Clostridia in stools, but only for infants born after ≤28 wk ges-
tation. Breast feeds were associated with increasing proportions
of Gammaproteobacteria but not for infants born after 28 wk
gestation. However, importantly, these potential exogenous driv-
ers of gut microbial content did not fundamentally alter the trend
in population evolution, only its pace. Also, housing of subjects

Fig. 2. Percent bacterial class abundance. Proportion of each bacterial class is represented in y axes in each graph. The x axes represent samples obtained at
various postconceptional ages (weeks). The columns represent class proportions, as indicated. (A–C) All infants in cohort (n = 58 subjects). (D–F) Infants in <26 wk
gestational age subcohort (n = 15 subjects). (G–I) Infants in 26–28 wk gestational age subcohort (n = 20 subjects). (J–L) Infants in >28 wk gestational age
subcohort (n = 23 subjects). To reduce the effect of random fluctuations in the data (noise), the lines were produced by fitting a cubic smooth spline (thick
black line) to the data with 95% confidence bands (thinner lines) generated using a nonparametric bootstrap method.
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in single vs. open rooms distributed throughout the 75-bed,
4,580 m2 NICU did not affect microbial composition.

Discussion
Our findings have three major elements. First, convergence of
infant gut bacterial populations to Clostridial abundance is a
nonrandom process, but not strongly correlated with mode of
birth, antibiotics used, or feeds administered. Second, the overall
bacterial composition is largely limited to three classes, and
their distribution contrasts markedly with gut bacterial com-
position in older children and adults. Specifically, Bacilli,
Gammaproteobacteria, and Clostridia represent 1–5%, <1%,
and 45–80%, of all classes, respectively (21, 22), in later life
compared with the corresponding proportions (19.3%, 54.0%,
and 18.5%, respectively) in study infants. Third, maturation of
the gut bacterial population structure is punctuated by abrupt
shifts in microbial composition.
Our data prompt many avenues of future inquiry. First, it is

important to determine where gut bacteria originate. Possibilities
include an autochthonous source, especially if the fetus is colo-
nized in utero (23) by viable progenitors of the organisms whose
sequences we identified, and/or exogenous origins including
nonpasteurized maternal breast milk, family or staff handlers, or
fomites (24). Indeed, we recently demonstrated the simultaneous
presence of specific pathogens in the stools of premature infants
in proximity to each other, so patient-to-patient transmission is
certainly a component (16).
It will also be important to compare data from our cohort to

community infants born at term. Based on some community
data, it appears that Gammaproteobacteria are found in greater
proportions in the stools of these premature infants than in the
stools of term infants (11, 25, 26), although one study of infants
residing at home has reported a relative abundance of this taxon
similar to the proportions we identified (12). Certainly, pre-
mature infants differ from term infants in kinds of exposures;
whereas the NICU controls exposures to microbes to the extent
possible, in the community the microbial environment is much
less constrained. However, such fine interval and intense sam-
pling of children in the community early in life, which might
provide such information, has not yet been performed.

It is not known what drives this patterned progression of
bacterial communities. The developing host immune system
might shape the bacterial populations (27), or, alternatively, one
pioneer group of bacteria (11) might metabolically prime the
environment for replacement by a particular successor. Gut
bacterial content is associated with term infant B-cell memory
differentiation (25), and it will be informative to dissect the roles
of, and interaction between, hosts and microbes, as the immune
system and the gut bacterial community equilibrate in the first
weeks of life.
Studies of gut bacteria in preterm infants have been limited

in subject and/or sample numbers (24, 28, 29), have used
cross-sectional comparisons (30), or did not stratify extensively
by gestational age at birth or age postconception (30–36). Our
intensive and extensive dataset suggests that limited sampling in
premature neonates is problematic because of very frequent
alterations in population structure. These abruptions also occur
in adult and older infant gut microbial populations, although
with lower frequencies (12, 37–40). Also, our data suggest that
neonatal bacterial populations are more appropriately related to
age postconception than to day of life.
Current data do not permit a predictive model of microbial gut

colonization based on specific variables, but models proposed
in future studies must account for dynamism in microbial pop-
ulations, which obligates serial sampling of as many specimens as
possible in future efforts to relate the premature infant intestinal
biomass to various host diseases and phenotypes (41). These
properties also provide an argument for very intensive and ex-
tensive sampling of control populations in this age group, and for
the incorporation of computational analyses that address commu-
nity changes over time (42) in dynamic microbial populations (43).
In summary, genera belonging to only three classes represent

the preponderance of gut bacteria in almost all infants who
spend their earliest weeks of life in a microbiologically controlled
environment. Despite frequent abruptions in the relative ratios
of these classes, Clostridia proportions begin to resemble those
of older individuals (21, 22) by 33–36 wk postconceptional age,
even if complete stability is not achieved until several years of
age (1). Shifts in KEGG pathways represented by the shifting
microbiota suggest ontological aspects of the maturing gut bac-
terial population as premature infants grow. When attempting to

Table 3. Relationship of clinical factors to predominant taxa (class level)

Variable GA at birth (wk) Bacilli Clostridia Gammaproteobacteria

Day of life <26 −0.007 (−0.011, −0.004)↓ 0.007 (0.004, 0.011)↑ 0.000 (−0.004, 0.004)
26–28 −0.007 (−0.010, −0.003)↓ 0.009 (0.005, 0.012)↑ 0.000 (−0.005, 0.003)
>28 −0.010 (−0.014, −0.006)↓ 0.010 (0.005, 0.014)↑ 0.000 (−0.004, 0.005)

Days on antibiotics* <26 0.004 (−0.005, 0.013) −0.012 (−0.021, −0.003)↓ 0.009 (0.000, 0.0182)
26–28 −0.001 (−0.011, 0.010) −0.016 (−0.026, −0.005)↓ 0.017 (0.006, 0.027)↑
>28 −0.012 (−0.031, 0.007) −0.008 (−0.027, 0.012) 0.021 (0.002, 0.040)↑

Breast milk† <26 −0.045 (−0.116, 0.026) −0.031 (−0.102, 0.040) 0.073 (0.001, 0.143)↑
26–28 −0.080 (−0.185, 0.025) −0.048 (−0.153, 0.0577) 0.115 (0.010, 0.221)↑
>28 −0.016 (−0.101, 0.070) −0.074 (−0.159, 0.012) 0.079 (−0.007, 0.164)

C-section <26 −0.187 (−0.346, −0.028)↓ −0.011 (−0.171, 0.148) 0.201 (0.042, 0.360)↑
26–28 0.226 (0.027, 0.425)↑ 0.010 (−0.189, 0.209) −0.089 (−0.289, 0.110)
>28 0.212 (−0.017, 0.441) 0.021 (−0.208, 0.249) −0.083 (−0.312, 0.146)

Sampled after‡ 01/01/2011 <26 0.266 (0.131, 0.401)↑ −0.151 (−0.286, −0.016)↓ −0.140 (−0.275, −0.005)↓
26–28 0.037 (−0.178, 0.252) −0.159 (−0.373, 0.056) −0.129 (−0.344, 0.086)
>28 0.063 (−0.129, 0.254) −0.049 (−0.240, 0.142) −0.039 (−0.231, 0.152)

A mixed model regression analysis investigated the relationship between clinical variables and taxa fractional abundance in repeated samples of subjects,
by gestational age group. Statistically significant linear trends are indicated by arrows. Values are beta coefficients with 95% confidence intervals. Negative
values indicate taxa decrements and positive values indicate taxa increments per unit increase in predictor variable. ↓ Significant decrease in taxa, P < 0.05; ↑
Significant increase in taxa, P < 0.05. GA, gestational age at birth.
*Percent of days of life antibiotics were administered before each specimen.
†Breast milk (BM) categorized by volume (0,0%; 1, <10%; 2,10–50%; 3, >50% of enteral volume).
‡Samples collected in first half of study or second half; positive values represent greater representation in second half.
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relate bacterial populations to outcomes or events in premature
infants, trajectories of bacterial populations, rather than specific
content on specific days, might be the most appropriate in-
dependent variables to enter into analysis.

Materials and Methods
This prospective observational case-cohort study was approved by the Human
Research Protection Office of Washington University School of Medicine in
St. Louis. Infants were enrolled after parents provided informed consent. All
premature infants admitted to the St. Louis Children’s Hospital Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit who weighed ≤1,500 g at birth and were expected to live
beyond the first week of life were eligible. Clinical data were collected and
managed using the REDCap electronic data capture tools at Washington
University School of Medicine in St. Louis (44). All infant stools were
collected, stored briefly (4 °C), and frozen (−80 °C) until analyzed.

The V3-5 region of the 16S rRNA gene was sequenced on the Roche-454
platform to define the composition of the bacterial community. Sample
preparation, DNA isolation, sequencing, data processing followed stan-
dardized protocols developed by the Human Microbiome Project consortium
(39). The minimal sequence length was 200 bp, and chimeric sequences were
removed by Chimera-Slayer (45). Average quality of scores of <35 were used
as the minimum to remove low-quality reads. Sequences meeting the above
criteria were further classified by the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP)
Naive Bayesian Classifier version 2.5 using training set 9 (46) from phylum to

genus level. Phylogenetic investigation of communities by reconstruction of
unobserved states was used to characterize the metabolic capacities of the
microbial communities (47).

To portray specimen composition as a function of day of life and of age
postconception, we performed nonmetric multidimensional scaling (Figs. S3
and S4). To attempt to associate host variables with bacterial population
content, we performed a post hoc mixed-model regression analysis based on
patterns discovered visually using nonmetric multidimensional analysis. The
mixed model was used to adjust for repeated measures in individual sub-
jects. All analyses used SAS (version 9.3) and R (version 3.0.1).

Detailed materials and methods are supplied in Supporting Information.
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